www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Thomas Allegood
4415 Senator Russell Avenue
Acworth, GA 32589
Dear Mayor Allegood,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
City Manager Brian Bulthuis
4415 Senator Russell Avenue
Acworth, GA 32589
Dear City Manager Bulthuis,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
Mayor Dorothy Hubbard
PO Box 447
Albany, GA 31702-0447
Dear Mayor Hubbard,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
City Manager Sharon Subadan
PO Box 447
Albany, GA 31702-0447
Dear City Manager Subadan,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
Mayor David Belle Isle
2 Park Plaza
Alpharetta, GA 30009-3680
Dear Mayor Belle Isle,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
Mayor Barry Blount
1404 E. Forsyth Street
Americus, GA 31709-3595
Dear Mayor Blount,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
City Manager Steve Kennedy
1404 E. Forsyth Street
Americus, GA 31709-3596
Dear City Manager Kennedy,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
Mayor Nancy Denson
PO Box 1868
Athens, GA 30603-1868
Dear Mayor Denson,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
City Manager Blaine Williams
PO Box 1868
Athens, GA 30603-1869
Dear City Manager Williams,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
Mayor Kasim Reed
55 Trinity Ave., SW Ste. 2700
Atlanta, GA 30303-3535
Dear Mayor Reed,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
Mayor Hardie Davis
535 Telfair Street, Ste 220
Augusta,, GA 30901
Dear Mayor Davis,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
Mayor Edward Reynolds
PO Box 158
Bainbridge, GA 39818-0158
Dear Mayor Reynolds,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
City Manager Chris Hobby
PO Box 158
Bainbridge, GA 39818-0158
Dear City Manager Hobby,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
Mayor John Ernst Jr.
4362 Peachtree Road
Brookhaven, GA 30319
Dear Mayor Ernst Jr.,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
City Manager Christian Sigman
4362 Peachtree Road
Brookhaven, GA 30319
Dear City Manager Sigman,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
Mayor Cornell Harvey
PO Box 550
Brunswick, GA 31521-0550
Dear Mayor Harvey,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
City Manager James Drumm
PO Box 550
Brunswick, GA 31521-0550
Dear City Manager Drumm,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Bryan Kerlin
2300 Buford Hwy
Buford, GA 30518
Dear City Manager Kerlin,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor James Palmer
PO Box 248
Calhoun, GA 30703-0248
Dear Mayor Palmer,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Gene Hobgood
151 Elizabeth St
Canton, GA 30114-3022
Dear Mayor Hobgood,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Billy Peppers
151 Elizabeth St
Canton, GA 30114-3022
Dear City Manager Peppers,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Walter Hollingsworth
PO Box 1949
Carrollton, GA 30112-0037
Dear Mayor Hollingsworth,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Tim Grizzard
PO Box 1949
Carrollton, GA 30112-0037
Dear City Manager Grizzard,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Matt Santini
PO Box 1390
Cartersville, GA 30120-1390
Dear Mayor Santini,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Sam Grove
PO Box 1390
Cartersville, GA 30120-1390
Dear City Manager Grove,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Eric Clarkson
5468 Peachtree Rd
Chamblee, GA 30341-2398
Dear Mayor Clarkson,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Jon Walker
5468 Peachtree Rd
Chamblee, GA 30341-2398
Dear City Manager Walker,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Ted Terry
1055 Rowland Street
Clarkston, GA 30021-1711
Dear Mayor Terry,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Keith Barker
1055 Rowland Street
Clarkston, GA 30021-1711
Dear City Manager Barker,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Jack Longino
PO Box 87137
College Park, GA 30337-0137
Dear Mayor Longino,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Terrence Moore
PO Box 87137
College Park, GA 30337-0137
Dear City Manager Moore,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Teresa Pike Tomlinson
PO Box 1340
Columbus, GA 31902-1340
Dear Mayor Pike Tomlinson,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Isaiah Hugley
PO Box 1340
Columbus, GA 31902-1340
Dear City Manager Hugley,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Randal Mills
1184 Scott Street SE
Conyers, GA 30012
Dear Mayor Mills,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Antony Lucas
1184 Scott Street SE
Conyers, GA 30012
Dear City Manager Lucas,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Ronnie Johnston
PO Box 1527
Covington, GA 30015-1527
Dear Mayor Johnston,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Leigh Anne Knight
PO Box 1527
Covington, GA 30015-1527
Dear City Manager Knight,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
County Manager Thomas Weaver
215 McNaughton Street
Cusseta, GA 31805
Dear County Manager Weaver,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Boyd Austin
129 E Memorial Dr
Dallas, GA 30132-4200
Dear Mayor Austin,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Kendall Smith
129 E Memorial Dr
Dallas, GA 30132-4200
Dear City Manager Smith,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Dennis Mock
PO Box 1205
Dalton, GA 30722-1205
Dear Mayor Mock,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Patricia Garrett
PO Box 220
Decatur, GA 30031-0220
Dear Mayor Garrett,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Peggy Merriss
PO Box 220
Decatur, GA 30031-0220
Dear City Manager Merriss,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Donna Pittman
3725 Park Ave
Doraville, GA 30340-1197
Dear Mayor Pittman,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Shawn Gillen
3725 Park Ave
Doraville, GA 30340-1197
Dear City Manager Gillen,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Tony Paulk
PO Box 470
Douglas, GA 31534-0470
Dear Mayor Paulk,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Terrell Jacobs
PO Box 470
Douglas, GA 31534-0470
Dear City Manager Jacobs,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Rochelle Robinson
PO Box 219
Douglasville, GA 30133-0219
Dear Mayor Robinson,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Marcia Hampton
PO Box 219
Douglasville, GA 30133-0219
Dear City Manager Hampton,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Phil Best
PO Box 690
Dublin, GA 31040-0690
Dear Mayor Best,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Lance Jones
PO Box 690
Dublin, GA 31040-0690
Dear City Manager Jones,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Nancy Harris
3167 Main St
Duluth, GA 30096-3263
Dear Mayor Harris,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager James Riker
3167 Main St
Duluth, GA 30096-3263
Dear City Manager Riker,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Denis Shortal
41 Perimeter Ctr East, Ste 250
Dunwoody, GA 30346-1902
Dear Mayor Shortal,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Eric Linton
41 Perimeter Ctr East, Ste 250
Dunwoody, GA 30346-1902
Dear City Manager Linton,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Jannquell Peters
1526 East Forest Ave., 4th Fl.
East Point, GA 30344
Dear Mayor Peters,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Frederick Gardiner
1526 East Forest Ave., 4th Fl.
East Point, GA 30344
Dear City Manager Gardiner,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Mario Avery
56 Malone St SW
Fairburn, GA 30213-1341
Dear Mayor Avery,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor David Lockhart
PO Box 69
Forest Park, GA 30298-0069
Dear Mayor Lockhart,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Al Wiggins
PO Box 69
Forest Park, GA 30298-0069
Dear City Manager Wiggins,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Danny Dunagan
PO Box 2496
Gainesville, GA 30503-2496
Dear Mayor Dunagan,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Bryan Lackey
PO Box 2496
Gainesville, GA 30503-2496
Dear City Manager Lackey,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Kenny Smith
PO Box T
Griffin, GA 30224-0046
Dear City Manager Smith,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Gary Jones
PO Box 120
Grovetown, GA 30813-0120
Dear Mayor Jones,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Allen Brown
115 E. MLK Jr. Drive
Hinesville, GA 31313-3633
Dear Mayor Brown,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Billy Edwards
115 E. MLK Jr. Drive
Hinesville, GA 31313-3633
Dear City Manager Edwards,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Timothy Downing
PO Box 990
Holly Springs, GA 30142-0990
Dear Mayor Downing,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Robert Logan
PO Box 990
Holly Springs, GA 30142-0990
Dear City Manager Logan,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Roy Plott
147 Athens St
Jefferson, GA 30549-1403
Dear Mayor Plott,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Jonathan Herschell
147 Athens St
Jefferson, GA 30549-1403
Dear City Manager Herschell,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Mike Bodker
12000 Findley Road, Suite 400
Johns Creek, GA 30097-1407
Dear Mayor Bodker,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Warren Hutmacher
12000 Findley Road, Suite 400
Johns Creek, GA 30097-1407
Dear City Manager Hutmacher,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Derek Easterling
2529 J O Stephenson Ave NW
Kennesaw, GA 30144-2780
Dear Mayor Easterling,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Jeff Drobney
2529 J O Stephenson Ave NW
Kennesaw, GA 30144-2780
Dear City Manager Drobney,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Kenneth Smith Sr.
PO Box 250
Kingsland, GA 31548-0250
Dear Mayor Smith Sr.,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Lee Spell
PO Box 250
Kingsland, GA 31548-0250
Dear City Manager Spell,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Jim Thornton
200 Ridley Ave
Lagrange, GA 30240
Dear Mayor Thornton,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Meg Kelsey
200 Ridley Ave
Lagrange, GA 30240
Dear City Manager Kelsey,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Johnny Crist
76 Main St NW
Lilburn, GA 30047-5094
Dear Mayor Crist,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager William Johnsa
76 Main St NW
Lilburn, GA 30047-5094
Dear City Manager Johnsa,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Danny Curry
PO Box 39
Loganville, GA 30052-0039
Dear Mayor Curry,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Bill Jones
PO Box 39
Loganville, GA 30052-0039
Dear City Manager Jones,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Robert Reichert
PO Box 247
Macon, GA 31202-0247
Dear Mayor Reichert,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
County Manager Dale Walker
PO Box 247
Macon, GA 31202-0247
Dear County Manager Walker,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Steve Tumlin
PO Box 609
Marietta, GA 30061-0609
Dear Mayor Tumlin,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager William Bruton Jr.
PO Box 609
Marietta, GA 30061-0609
Dear City Manager Bruton Jr.,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Billy Copeland
136 Keys Ferry St
McDonough, GA 30253-3213
Dear Mayor Copeland,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Gary Thrower
PO Box 1900
Milledgeville, GA 31059-1900
Dear Mayor Thrower,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Barry Jarrett
PO Box 1900
Milledgeville, GA 31059-1900
Dear City Manager Jarrett,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Joe Lockwood
13000 Deerfield Pkwy Ste 107A
Milton, GA 30004-6119
Dear Mayor Lockwood,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer

www.BuildWithStrength.com

Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Steven Krokoff
13000 Deerfield Pkwy Ste 107A
Milton, GA 30004-6119
Dear City Manager Krokoff,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer

www.BuildWithStrength.com

Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Greg Thompson
PO Box 1249
Monroe, GA 30655-1249
Dear Mayor Thompson,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor William McIntosh
PO Box 3368
Moultrie, GA 31776
Dear Mayor McIntosh,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Peter Dillard
PO Box 3368
Moultrie, GA 31776
Dear City Manager Dillard,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Keith Brady
PO Box 1193
Newnan, GA 30264-1193
Dear Mayor Brady,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Cleatus Phillips
PO Box 1193
Newnan, GA 30264-1193
Dear City Manager Phillips,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Bucky Johnson
65 Lawrenceville St
Norcross, GA 30071-2556
Dear Mayor Johnson,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Rudolph Smith
65 Lawrenceville St
Norcross, GA 30071-2556
Dear City Manager Smith,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Vanessa Fleisch
151 Willowbend Road
Peachtree City, GA 30269-3104
Dear Mayor Fleisch,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Jon Rorie
151 Willowbend Road
Peachtree City, GA 30269-3104
Dear City Manager Rorie,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Mike Mason
147 Technology Parkway, Ste 200
Peachtree Corners, GA 30092
Dear Mayor Mason,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Julian Jackson
147 Technology Parkway, Ste 200
Peachtree Corners, GA 30092
Dear City Manager Jackson,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor James Faircloth
PO Box 2030
Perry, GA 31069-2030
Dear Mayor Faircloth,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Lee Gilmour
PO Box 2030
Perry, GA 31069-2030
Dear City Manager Gilmour,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Mike Lamb
100 SW U.S. Highway 80
Pooler, GA 31322
Dear Mayor Lamb,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Robbie Byrd
100 SW U.S. Highway 80
Pooler, GA 31322
Dear City Manager Byrd,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Albert Thurman
PO Box 46
Powder Springs, GA 30127-004
Dear Mayor Thurman,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Pamela Conner
PO Box 46
Powder Springs, GA 30127-004
Dear City Manager Conner,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Harold Fowler
PO Box 250
Richmond Hill, GA 31324-0250
Dear Mayor Fowler,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Chris Lovell
PO Box 250
Richmond Hill, GA 31324-0250
Dear City Manager Lovell,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Evelyn Wynn-Dixon
7200 Church Street
Riverdale, GA 30274-2918
Dear Mayor Wynn-Dixon,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Scott Wood
7200 Church Street
Riverdale, GA 30274-2918
Dear City Manager Wood,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Jamie Doss
PO Box 1433
Rome, GA 30162-1433
Dear Mayor Doss,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Sammy Rich
PO Box 1433
Rome, GA 30162-1433
Dear City Manager Rich,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Jere Wood
38 Hill St
Roswell, GA 30075-4563
Dear Mayor Wood,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Rusty Paul
7840 Roswell Rd Bldg 500
Sandy Spring, GA 30350-4891
Dear Mayor Paul,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager John McDonough
7840 Roswell Rd Bldg 500
Sandy Spring, GA 30350-4891
Dear City Manager McDonough,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Eddie DeLoach
PO Box 1027
Savannah, GA 31402-1027
Dear Mayor DeLoach,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Stephanie Cutter
PO Box 1027
Savannah, GA 31402-1027
Dear City Manager Cutter,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor A. Bacon
PO Box 1226
Smyrna, GA 30081-1226
Dear Mayor Bacon,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Tom Witts
2342 Oak Rd
Snellville, GA 30078-2361
Dear Mayor Witts,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Butch Sanders
2342 Oak Rd
Snellville, GA 30078-2361
Dear City Manager Sanders,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor John Morrissey
418 Osborne St
St. Marys, GA 31558-8402
Dear Mayor Morrissey,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager John Holman
418 Osborne St
St. Marys, GA 31558-8402
Dear City Manager Holman,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Jan Moore
PO Box 348
Statesboro, GA 30459-0348
Dear Mayor Moore,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Interim City Manager Robert Cheshire
PO Box 348
Statesboro, GA 30459-0348
Dear Interim City Manager Cheshire,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Pro Tem Anthony Ford
4640 N. Henry Blvd
Stockbridge, GA 30281
Dear Mayor Pro Tem Ford,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Michael Harris
4640 N. Henry Blvd
Stockbridge, GA 30281
Dear City Manager Harris,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Steve Edwards
5039 West Broad St
Sugar Hill, GA 30518
Dear Mayor Edwards,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Paul Radford
5039 West Broad St
Sugar Hill, GA 30518
Dear City Manager Radford,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor James Burnette Jr.
330 Town Center Ave
Suwanee, GA 30024-2267
Dear Mayor Burnette Jr.,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Marty Allen
330 Town Center Ave
Suwanee, GA 30024-2267
Dear City Manager Allen,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Gregory Hobbs Sr.
PO Box 1540
Thomasville, GA 31799-1540
Dear Mayor Hobbs Sr.,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Steve Sykes
PO Box 1540
Thomasville, GA 31799-1540
Dear City Manager Sykes,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Julie Smith
PO Box 229
Tifton, GA 31793-0229
Dear Mayor Smith,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Interim City Manager Hunter Walker
PO Box 229
Tifton, GA 31793-0229
Dear Interim City Manager Walker,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Vince Williams
5047 Union St
Union City, GA 30291-1497
Dear Mayor Williams,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Sonja Fillingame
5047 Union St
Union City, GA 30291-1497
Dear City Manager Fillingame,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor John Gayle
PO Box 1125
Valdosta, GA 31603-1125
Dear Mayor Gayle,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Larry Hanson
PO Box 1125
Valdosta, GA 31603-1125
Dear City Manager Hanson,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Ronnie Dixon
PO Box 280
Vidalia, GA 30475-0280
Dear Mayor Dixon,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Bill Torrance
PO Box 280
Vidalia, GA 30475-0280
Dear City Manager Torrance,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Interim Mayor Shirley Marchman
571 W Bankhead Hwy
Villa Rice, GA 30180-1726
Dear Interim Mayor Marchman,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager David Milliron
571 W Bankhead Hwy
Villa Rice, GA 30180-1726
Dear City Manager Milliron,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor Randy Toms
700 Watson Blvd
Warner Robins
Warner Robins, GA 31093-347
Dear Mayor Toms,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer

www.BuildWithStrength.com

Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
Mayor John Knox
PO Box 99
Waycross, GA 31502-0099
Dear Mayor Knox,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com

www.BuildWithStrength.com
September 28, 2016
City Manager Raphel Maddox
PO Box 99
Waycross, GA 31502-0099
Dear City Manager Maddox,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member

www.BuildWithStrength.com
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September 28, 2016
Mayor David Maynard
PO Box 566
Winder, GA 30680-0566
Dear Mayor Maynard,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
City Manager Donald Toms
PO Box 566
Winder, GA 30680-0566
Dear City Manager Toms,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
Mayor Donald Henriques
12453 Highway 92
Woodstock, GA 30188
Dear Mayor Henriques,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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September 28, 2016
City Manager Jeffrey Moon
12453 Highway 92
Woodstock, GA 30188
Dear City Manager Moon,
I am writing today to draw your attention to steps the Sandy Springs City Council and Mayor Rusty Paul
have taken to amend their city’s building codes, putting their residents’ safety first.
Last month, the city’s building codes were amended to include new requirements that prohibit
combustible materials such as softwood lumber from being used for the load-bearing structural
members in buildings over three stories and exceeding 100,000 square feet in area. By building with
enhanced building materials like concrete or steel, buildings will be safer, more durable and sustainable.
There is immense support across the state for cities to adopt similar code changes. A new poll [LINK]
released this week found that Georgia voters overwhelmingly support the requirement to use concrete
or steel in buildings over three stories (96% support).
In addition to this support, 94% of voters would like to see their own cities adopt similar regulations.
These numbers are incredibly important as only 21% of respondents feel very safe in the event of an
emergency like a fire in new apartment buildings, new small office buildings and new schools. It’s clear
that residents prioritize safety, but do not feel confident that their city construction regulations keep
them safe.
The safety of residents must be paramount. By changing building codes at the local level to favor safer
building materials like concrete and steel, the citizens of your community can rest easy knowing their
safety and security is being prioritized by their local leaders.
We should not be taking the risk of constructing our larger buildings with combustible material for the
main load-bearing structural elements. Indeed, preserving the safety of citizens, as well as the
firefighters who work to protect them, should be a goal of our state.
I hope you will consider acting at the local level to prioritize the safety and security of Georgia residents.
Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions on the benefits of building with concrete.
Sincerely,
Stephen (Steve) Skalko, P.E.
Fire Protection Engineer
Build With Strength Coalition Member
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